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Android Auto gets a number of promising new features, including wireless connectivity, group messages and the built-in Google Assistant service. But it's not all in the long run that could fundamentally change the way Android Auto looks and interacts in future models. Along with announcing that Volvo will
be including an assistant, maps, and Play Store on its future vehicles, Google has demonstrated its vision for the future Android Auto interface at the Google I/O 2018 Automotive Session. The plan seems to give car manufacturers more control over the look and feel of the front of the car. Google's latest
concept allows manufacturers to create a theme for a specific car with Android Auto, including colors and unique ergonomic details. The layout of the menu and details are also very adaptable to different screen sizes and resolutions, and Google's design has demonstrated several elements of the app on
the screen at the same time, including map navigation, Spotify management, and assistant reminders. We took a look around the Dodge Ram 1500 Concept on B/O for a closer look at this new configuration design. Volvo is the only confirmed partner for the latest Auto features so far, so Google is
equipped with Dodge itself. The user interface is a more interactive car dashboard, not just a blown version of the Google app. There's a Play Store support on board, but the whole system is more closely integrated with Android Auto here too. The new Android Auto supports more fundamental interactions
with the car, making it brain, not just an extra body inside the car. The assistant can be used to control the non-Google part of the vehicle, so this is a very new take on the formula. For example, Google Assistant can adjust the AC temperature up and down using voice commands. In the future, you might
ask how far until I need to refuel and use other bits of information from more tightly integrated automotive systems. In general, the concept makes it easier to view information, simplifies interactions with it and makes it more accessible with voice, and this can make Android Auto safer to use. In addition to
long-term concept ideas, Google will also make changes to the way messaging and media apps are displayed in Android Auto. This requires some tweaking on the part of the developer, but this change is designed to provide a more consistent user experience in the growing portfolio of messaging and
multimedia applications used in cars. To improve application compatibility and functionality, you should switch to a template architecture that is closely related to finding agile components interface that automatically organizes content. For developers, they fall under the new MessagingStyle and
MediaBrowse API. Read: All the key ads from Google I/O 2018Google are the latest effort to improve Android Auto's consolidating design and features to create a creation consistent user experience. But the company is clearly experimenting with more customized designs for its vehicle partners. Nothing

is set in stone at this early stage of the concept, but Android Auto may end up looking a fair bit different in a few years. Android Auto is one of the best things to happen to the central stack of the car. It offers quick access to messages, phone calls, and small things like the weather. Also, you can listen to
all kinds of audio content, move mostly anywhere, and ask Google for a bunch of different things. It is available for any Android device and it is quite easy to use. You just plug the phone into your car via USB and you are ready to customize it and go. There are different apps to customize the experience
and you can really do almost anything you want with it besides watching videos. We can help you customize your experience with the best Android Auto apps for Android! Price: Free/VariesAudibe and OverDrive are two of the most popular audiobook services out there. Both of them have Android Auto
support as well. They work basically the same way. You can purchase audiobooks and listen to them in your car. It's great for commutes or road trips, and it's a fun alternative to music for those who want something a little less intense. Audible also has a subscription service for those who would rather go
down this path than buy individual books. OverDrive is a good alternative to Audible if you don't want that.iHeartRadioPrice: Free/$9.99 in monthiHeartRadio is one of the best internet radio apps and it has excellent Android Auto support. You can find a bunch of regular music stations along with actual
radio stations. You can always use your car radio for regular radio stations, but iHeartRadio helps keep everything in Android Auto for people who want to do it that way. The service is completely free with ads or there is an additional subscription for those who want more things. We are especially big fans
of iHeartRadio during the holiday season because its Christmas station is excellent. It's still great for the other 11 months of the year too. MediaMonkey or PowerampPrice: Free / Up to $2.49MediaMonkey is a local music player. There are a bunch of great local music players for Android Auto. We even
have a list linked below the first paragraph for it. However, we love MediaMonkey. The app itself is simple and customizable and there is no bunch of extra nonsense to put in the way. Android Auto experience is just as simple and effective. It's easy to get to the playlists you've made, or access music from
your library. Pulsar and Poweramp are also great options, but It also has a desktop app, so you can keep your local library all under one roof. Facebook Messenger or TelegramPrice: FreeFacebook Messenger and Telegram are two very different apps. First, first, with WhatsApp) the world's most popular
messenger, and there is a good chance that your friends and family have it or use it regularly. Telegram, by contrast, is a messenger privacy app with encryption and other privacy features. Both of them work with Android Auto and are probably the two best apps that do. We recommend Facebook
Messenger for those who just want to keep in touch and Telegram for those who want some extra privacy. PandoraPrice: Free/$4.99-$9.99 a monthPandora was in cars before Android Auto existed, and it's still one of the best Android Auto apps for music. It has a large supply of music stations and you
can create your own with music that you like. Pandora also has a music-on-demand service for $9.99 a month that competes with services such as Google Play Music and Spotify. It's a great all-in-one solution for internet radio and music that you really like. A $4.99 per month subscription adds some
features to the radio side of things if you don't want on-demand stuff. Podcast Addict or DoggcatcherPrice: Free/$3.99 for Podcast Addict, $2.99 for DoggcatcherPodcast Junkie and Doggcatcher are two excellent podcast apps and both have Android Auto support. Podcast Addict has a functional user
interface, and it works very similar to the Pocket Casts did before it was redesigned. The Doggcatcher is a little more ostentatious, but works more or less in the same way. Both podcast players have one price premium version, access to tons of podcasts, and support for both video and audio podcasts.
Podcast Addict also supports YouTube and Twitch subscriptions, audiobooks, RSS feeds and SoundCloud, making it a more powerful option overall. You can't go wrong anyway. Pulse SMSPrice: Free /$0.99 per month/$5.99 per year/$10.99 times Pulse SMS, to be honest, our favorite SMS app on
Android. It works on computers, tablets, mobile devices and Android Auto. So you can get your texts almost everywhere. The app itself is customizable and you can respond to messages in Android Auto. Textra is a fan favorite and it is also a great SMS app with Android Auto support. However, Pulse
SMS has more features and is available on more platforms. If you want an all-in-one great (if somewhat expensive) SMS experience, Pulse SMS is where it is located. Textra is a good easy option if you just want it. SpotifyPrice: Free /$9.99 per monthSpotify is the most popular music streaming service in
the world and it works great with Android Auto. It works well with voice commands and you can access playlists on the drop hat. Most people already know what Spotify can do and why it Google Play Music is another great option and works flawlessly with voice commands and such. However, its future
remains uncertain thanks to YouTube Music. Some other worthy music streaming options include Deezer and Amazon Music.Waze and Google MapsPrice: FreeWaze and Google Maps Maps about only two navigation apps that work with Android Auto. Both are also Google. Google Maps is the obvious
choice because it has a lot of features and it's the default option. However, you can go with Waze as well if you want something a little different. Both apps respond to voice inputs on Android Auto and both help you move to your destination. There is not much else to say really. All these other Android
Auto appsPrice: Free/ VariesGoogle has a whole page of Google Play Store for Android Auto apps. You can find all kinds of hidden gems on this page, including individual radio station apps, various messaging apps such as Skype, news sites, podcast apps, and all kinds of other content. All of these apps
should have Android Auto support and those looking for a diamond in the rough apps should find them on this page. Hit the button and prepare to view things Google says has the support of Android Auto. Unfortunately, we couldn't try it all before writing the article because there are dozens of them.
However, the ones we tried did the job and all the Android Auto apps on this list are also on the related page. CHECK OUT ALL ANDROID AUTO APPS HERE! If we missed any great Android Auto apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and
game lists! Lists!
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